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**Creator:** International Pinot Noir Celebration (IPNC)
**Title:** International Pinot Noir Celebration (IPNC) Collection
**Dates:** 1984-present
**Quantity:** 10 linear feet
**Collection Number:** OWHA01

**Summary:** This collection contains documents, photographs, digital media, artifacts and real objects of the IPNC from the beginning of the conference’s origins in 1987 through the present day. Included are invitations, newspaper articles, reviews, correspondence between IPNC and wineries, advertisements, magazines, letters, meeting summaries, photographs, negatives, posters, exhibition material, objects that relate to the IPNC and CDs with digital content.

Digital items selected to highlight the collection are available here: [http://digitalcommons.linfield.edu/owha_ipnc/](http://digitalcommons.linfield.edu/owha_ipnc/). Collection items available in the digital repository can include documents, photographs and/or oral history interviews.

**Repository**
Jereld R. Nicholson Library
Linfield College
900 SE Baker Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
Reference Number: 503-883-2734
Reference Email: archives@linfield.edu
**Language:** Mostly English, some French and German

**Historical Note**
The first International Pinot Noir Convention (IPNC) was held at Linfield College in 1987. Since that time, the celebration has been held every year and the popularity and influence continues to increase. What started as a small collaborative gathering is now
one of the largest events in the Pinot Noir world. From the start, the participating wineries have included diversity of local and international participants.

**Content Description**
This collection contains invitations, newspaper articles, reviews, correspondence between IPNC and wineries, advertisements, magazines, letters, meeting summaries, photographs, negatives, posters, exhibition material, objects that relate to the IPNC and CDs with digital content.

**Restrictions on Access**
Access is by appointment only. Please contact the archivist to make an appointment.

**Preferred Citation**

**Provenance**
International Pinot Noir Celebration donated International Pinot Noir Celebration (IPNC) collection to the Linfield College Archives on February 2012.

**Location of Originals**
Jereld R. Nicholson Library, Linfield College

**Related Material**
Oregon Wine Board Collection
Patricia Dudley Papers
Ponzi Vineyards Collection

**Processing Information**
Processed by archives technicians Matthijs Baurichter and Shelby Cook, with the assistance of archivist Rachael Cristine Woody.

**Arrangement**
The collection is arranged into seven series:

Series 1: Documents, 1984-
Series 2: Photographs, 1987-
Series 3: Digital Media
Series 4: Negatives and undeveloped media, 1990-2010
Series 5: Exhibition material
Series 6: Objects
Series 7: Large articles and other documents, 1987-1999

**Series 1: Documents, 1984-**
Box 1: Programs, Invites, & Notices, 1987-1999

Box 2: Programs, Invites, & Notices, 2000-2005

Box 3: Programs, Invites, & Notices, 2006-2012

Box 4: Programs, Invites, & Notices, 2013-

Box 5
Folder 1: Articles (originals), 1985-1986
Folder 2: Articles (originals), 1987-1989
Folder 3: Articles (originals), 1990-1999
Folder 4: Articles (originals), 2011
Folder 5: Articles (copies), 1984-1985
Folder 6: Articles (copies), 1987-1989
Folder 7: Articles (copies) 1990-1999
Folder 8: Articles, 1987-1999
Folder 9: History, circa 1986
Folder 10: Unknown source

Box 6
Folder 1: Letters, 1987-1989
Folder 2: Letters, 1990-1999
Folder 4: Unknown year
Folder 5: IPNC advertisements, 1987-1988
Folder 6: Menus, 1987-1989
Folder 7: Menus, 1990-1999
Folder 8: Linfield College related, 2002-2006
Folder 9: Food related articles, chef information and biographies, 1987-1999
Folder 10: Wine Service Committee, 1997-1998
Folder 11: History of IPNC, 1995-1999
Folder 12: Vision Workshop, 1999
Folder 13: International Pinot Noir Celebration folder (Linda), 1999
Folder 14: International Pinot Noir Celebration folder, 1999
Folder 15: Passport to Pinot, 2010-2015

Box 7
Folder 1: Letters, 1985-1986
Folder 2: IPNC programming and schedules, 1986-1998
Folder 3: Board members and IPNC Directors, 1986-1996
Folder 4: IPNC guest lists (honorary), 1987-1998
Folder 5: Mission statements, 1986
Folder 6: Artists and art related, 1991
Folder 7: Brochure, 1988
Folder 8: Wine selection protocol and participating, 1987-1996
Folder 9: Volunteers, 1997-2000
Folder 10: Brochure and Pamphlets, 1987-1989
Folder 11: IPNC speakers and biographies, circa 1986
Folder 12: Christina Kelly, 2005-2006
Folder 14: Oregon Winery Guides, 2008
Folder 15: Miscellaneous Business Cards
Folder 16: Other Wine Events, 2011

Box 8
Folder 1: Trade and press lists, 1999
Folder 2: Press, 2004
Folder 3: Media, 1991-2006
Folder 4: Publicity announcements, 1985-1990
Folder 5: Publicity announcements, 1991-1995


Series 2: Photographs, 1987-2011
Photographs of IPNC activities, preparation and much more.

Box 9: Small Photos
Section 1: First Annual IPNC Photos, 1987
Section 2: Seminars and tastings IPNC, 1987-1999
Section 3: Salmon bake, bus tour, chefs and food IPNC, 1989-1999
Section 4: Linfield Campus, Oak Grove
Section 5: Unnamed black photo album
Section 6: Photos from white case, 2001
Section 7: Photos transparent case
Section 8: Photos transparent case
Section 9: IPNC Chefs photographs, board members, 1995

Box 10: Large Photos

Binder 2: IPNC Slides

Binder 3: IPNC Slides

Binder 4: IPNC Slides

Series 3: Digital Media
CDs that contain documents, photos, movies and presentations.

Box 11
Disk 1: Movie IPNC
Disk 2: Documents, Slides and Photos Gauger, 1998-2009
Disk 3: Slides Pinot Nero at Italy, 2003
Disk 4: IPNC Photos, 2010
Disk 5: PowerPoint de Chambolle-Musigny
Disk 6: Pictures IPNC spitting contest, 2004
Disk 7: PowerPoint history of Pinot Noir in Oregon
Disk 8: Pictures IPNC and Amity Vineyards, 2009
Disk 9: Movie: snapshots of Santa Rosa: Tastings of soils
Disk 10: Pictures of bus tour Beaux Freres and lunch, 2009
Disk 11: PowerPoint history Pinot Noir in Oregon and PowerPoint de Chambolle-Musigny
Disk 12: Pictures Rizzo
Disk 13: IPNC Brochure, 2011
Disk 14: IPNC Photos
Disk 15: IPNC Archive Photos

Series 4: Negatives and undeveloped media, 1990-2010
Negatives from IPNC events and CDs with original photos. All the photos are taken by professional photographers.

Box 12: Negatives of John Rizzo, 1990-2002

Box 13: Negatives of Doreen L. Wynja, 1992-2000; and Photo CDs of Andrea Johnson, 2007-2010

Series 5: Exhibition Material
Foam board that contains prints of photos and commentary.

Box 14: Exhibition photos

Box 15: Exhibition labels
Folder 1: Artifacts from first wineries

Series 6: Objects: Wine glasses, T-shirts, books and vinegar used or sold during IPNC events.

Box 16: Objects from IPNC events

Series 7: Large Articles and Other Documents, 1987-1999

Map Case 1
Folder 1: Menu box articles, 1993
Folder 2: Need to photograph, too big to scan, 1988-1994
Folder 3: Wine Enthusiast magazine, October and November 1998
Folder 4: Random articles, photos and documents, 1989-1999
Folder 5: Over sized news articles, 1987-1997
Folder 6: Poster IPNC, 1988-2011